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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the Exhibit.
An administrator has configured a vSphere 6.x DRS cluster as
shown in the Exhibit.
Based on the exhibit, which statement is true?
A. A virtual machine from both the Test Resource Pool and the
Dev Resource Pool can be powered on with a 4 GB Memory
Reservation.
B. A virtual machine can be powered on in the Test Resource
Pool with a 6 GB Memory Reservation.
C. No more virtual machines can be powered on due to
insufficient resources.
D. A virtual machine can be powered on in the Dev Resource Pool
with a 8 GB Memory Reservation.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
A virtual machine can be powered on in the Test Resource Pool
with a 6 GB Memory Reservation because: Total is 8GB
1Gb used by test resource pool VM which is powered on and 2gb
by Test dev pool VM powered on hence distribution is less and
expandable memory quota is more/left.
To understand limits and theory check the information given
below:
Memory Maximums
The ESXi host maximums represents the limits for ESXi host
memory.
Table 3-2. ESXi Host Memory Maximums
Item Maximum
RAM per host 6 TB
12 TB is supported on specific OEM certified platform. See
VMware Hardware Compatibility Limits for guidance on the
platforms that support vSphere 6.0 with 12 TB of physical
memory.
Number of swap files 1 per virtual machine
And,
Resource Pool

Resource pools per host 1600
Children per resource pool 1100
Resource pool tree depth 8
Additional 4 resource pools are used by system internals.
Resource pools per cluster 1600
Configuration Maximums - vSphere 6.0 - VMware
https://www.vmware.com/pdf/vsphere6/r60/vsphere-60-configuratio
n-maximums.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are configuring a five-node Isilon cluster with
high-density, NL-Series nodes. You want to minimize protection
overhead and preserve the required MTTDL requirements.
Which protection level is most appropriate for this type of
cluster?
A. N+2d:1n
B. N+1n
C. 2X
D. N+2n
Answer: A
Explanation:
Topic4,Cluster Access

NEW QUESTION: 3
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that
present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while
others might not have a correct solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be
able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen.
You have a new Microsoft 365 subscription.
You need to prevent users from sending email messages that
contain Personally Identifiable Information (PII).
Solution: From the Cloud App Security admin center, you create
an access policy.
Does this meet the goal?
A. No
B. Yes
Answer: A
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